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FO CORRELATES OF TONAL WORD ACCENTS 
IN SPONTANEOUS SPEECH: RANGE AND 
SYSTEMATICITY OF VAFUATION 

Olle Engstrand 
Institute of Linguistics, Stockholm University 

Abstract 

FO contours correlating with the Swedish tonal word accents were 
quantified in a first attempt to examine their variability and pre- 
dictability in spontaneous speech. The range of variation along various 
dimensions is found to be excessive. The results nevertheless suggest 
the possibility that phonetic, phonological and syntactic factors condi- 
tioning the variation can be disentangled with a fair amount of suc- 
cess. This is consistent with our previously reported fmdings related to 
determinants of spectral variation in vowels in spontaneous speech 
(e.g., Engstrand & Krull, 1988, 1989). 

INTRODUCTION 
This is a progress report from an ongoing experimental investigation of phonetic varia- 
tion relating to the so-called acute and grave tonal word accents in Swedish (accents 1 
and 2) as produced in spontaneous speech. Functionally, the grave accent marks lexical 
contiguity by connecting a primary stressed syllable with a later (strong or weak) sec- 
ondary stressed syllable. Its characteristic fundamental frequency (FO) correlate is a se- 
quence HIGH-LOW associated with the primary stressed syllable. Sentence-stress, or fo- 
cus, is signaled by a second HIGH associated with the secondary stressed syllable 
(Bruce, 1977). In contrast, the acute accent does not perform such a lexically connective 
function. The status of the acute accent as a positively marked word tone can therefore 
be debated. According to Bruce (1977), however, the acute accent correlates with a pre- 
stress sequence HIGH-LOW whereas sentence-stress is marked by a second HIGH asso- 
ciated with the lexically stressed syllable. In the data survey to follow, principal atten- 
tion wiU be focused on parameters derived from FO contours related to the grave accent. 
A smaller set of data pertaining to the acute accent will be included for reference. 

METHODS 
A typical recording in this project is made while the subject and the experimenter are 

engaged in a conversation over some topic that evolves in a relatively natural way dur- 
ing the course of the recording session. It is the task of the experimenter to support the 
conversation with brief comments and questions, leaving as much as possible of the 
actual talking to the subject. It is our general experience that, very soon in the recording 
session, the topic of the conversation rather than the experimental situation starts to 
dominate the speaker's interest. The data presented below are based on a sample from 
such a session with a male native speaker of the Stockholm dialect of Swedish (subj. 
JS). The total recording time with this subject was approximately one hour, divided into 
two half hour sessions during which the subject speaks, quite lively and with frequent 
style shifts, for about 90% of the time. The recording was made using high-quality 



equipment with the subject seated in a sound- shielded recording room (see Engstrand 
& Krull, 1988, for details). A total number of 155 grave words and 65 acute words (all 
grave and acute words occurring in the selected sample) were digitized at 10 kHz, ana- 
lyzed, and measured for FO correlates. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Table I shows means, standard deviations and ranges for FO parameter values for the 
grave and acute words. Values for grave words are to the left of the slashes and values 
for acute words are to the right. The overall mean grave FO pattern conforms to the se- 
quence GRAVE HIGH (133 Hz), GRAVE LOW (1 10 Hz) and FOCUS HIGH (131 Hz) as 
expected. The opposite, one-peaked pattern for the acute accent is also as expected: 
ACUTE LOW (121 Hz) and FOCUS HIGH (143 Hz), followed by a low unstressed sylla- 
ble (125 Hz). The dispersion in the data is, however, considerable as seen from the 
standard deviations and ranges, but note the relatively low standard deviation for the 
GRAVE LOW (13 Hz) suggesting a somewhat greater stability at this point than at the 
GRAVE HIGH (s=22 Hz) and FOCUS HIGH (s=25 Hz). 

PARAMETER N 
GRAVE HIGWACUTE LOW 152165 
GRAVE LOW/ 
ACUTE FOCUS HIGH 1 52/65 
GRAVE FOCUS HIGH/ 
ACUTE UNSTRESSED 145164 
(GRAVE) FALL HEIGHT 152165 
(GRAVE) FALL TIME (ms) 152 
(GRAVE) FALL RATE 

(Hz/ms) 152 
RISE HEIGHT 145164 

MEAN 
1331121 

STD.DEV. MIN 
2211 8 9 6/96 

MAX 
20011 79 

Table I. FO-related values (Hz ,  if not otherwise indicated) for measured and derived 
parameters in grave and acute accent words sampled from spontaneous 
speech. Values for grave words are to the left of the slashes and values for 
acute words are to the right. Subj. JS.  

This tendency is also mirrored in the correlation matrix in Table 11, based on data for 
the grave words. The matrix displays a statistically significant correlation (-0.69, 
p<0.01) between the GRAVE HIGH and GRAVE LOW; on the other hand, the statistical 
correlation ( ~ 0 . 8 0 ,  p<0.01) between the GRAVE HIGH and FALL HEIGHT (tlefinecl as 
the FO distance in Hz between the GRAVE HIGH ant1 GRAVE LOW) suggests that the 
tendency to a perseveratory FO effect of a relatively high-pitched GRAVE f1IC;H on the 
subsequent GRAVE LOW is counteracted by a tentlency to stabilize a relatively low- 
pitched GRAVE LOW. Whether this reflects a biolnechanical response to the heightened 
glottal tension typically associated with a high FO or an active neuromuscular reorgani- 
zation to an acoustically constant end is a matter of speculation at this stage. An indica- 
tion of the time- frequency interaction underlying the observation is, however, given by 
the statistical correlation between FALL HEIGHT and FALL RATE (as measured in 
Hz/ms; r=0.76, p<0.01) and between FALL HEIGHT and FALL TIME (defined as the 
time lapse between the GRAVE HIGH and the GRAVE LOW; r=0.47, p<0.01), suggest- 
ing a combined effect of rate adjustment and truncation of the falling FO curve in pri- 



mary stressed grave syllables, truncation notably occurring at voiceless obstruents but 
also as abrupt FO drops at voiced obstruents. Note also the strong correlation (r=0.86, 
p<0.01) between FOCUS HIGH and RISE HEIGHT (defined as the difference between 
GRAVE LOW and FOCUS HIGH). Apparently, a high-pitched FOCUS HIGH is not 
strongly anticipated in terms of a high-pitched GRAVE LOW, although we also find a 
weak but statistically significant correlation between GRAVE LOW and FOCUS HlGH 
(r=0.39, p<O.Ol). 

GRAVE GRAVE FALL F A U  FALL FOCUS RISE 
HIGH LOW HEIGHT TIME RATE HIGH HEIGHT 

GRAVE HIGH 1 .OO 
GRAVE LOW 0.69 1 .OO 
FALLHEIGHT 0.80 0.13 1 .OO 
FALL TIME 0.32 -0.04 0.47 1.00 
FALL RATE 0.7 1 0.26 0.76 -0.12 1.00 
FOCUS HIGH 0.35 0.39 0.15 0.24 -0.01 1.00 
RISE HEIGHT -0.01 -0.13 0.09 0.28 -0.16 0.86 r .OO 

Table 11. Statistical correlations between measured and derived FO- related parame- 
ters in grave accent words sampled from spontaneous speeclt (N=145). 
Subj. JS.  

Frequency distributions for the FO change in the primary stressed syllables in all 
measured grave and acute words are shown in Fig. 1. The FO change is defined as the 
difference ACUTE LOW-FOCUS HIGH for the acute words and as GRAVE HIOH- 
GRAVE LOW for the grave words. Positive and negative values thus indicate FO lower- 
ing and raising, respectively. The height of the bars represents the percentage of occur- 
rence within consecutive 20 Hz intervals. (For example, -90 below the diagram stands 
for the FO interval -90<F0<70 Hz, etc.) We first note that the filled bars (FO change in 
primary stressed syllables of grave words) display a much narrower range of variation 
than the dashed bars (FO change in primary stressed syllables of acute words). We also 
note that the filled bars are almost exclusively at positive values demonstrating the pre- 
dominance of a negative slope for the grave accent. The acute distribution tends to be 
bimodal with a negative slope in well beyond 40% of the cases. The latter observation 
may partly be due to an initial FO raising effect of the presence of pre-vocalic voiceless 
consonants in the data. The tendency to bimodality may reflect a focus vs. non-focus 
alternation, i.e., FOCUS HIGH as reflected by the mean values in Table I is concen- 
trated to a subset of the cases. 

The overall grave vs. acute difference illustrated Iri Fig. 1 is not suspr king since FO is 
known to perform different functions in the psllnary stressed syllable of grave as op- 
posed to acute words. Whereas an FO fall inarks the grave word accent in grave words, a 
function of FO in the primary stressed acute syllable is to mark the degree of salience 
given to the word in the sentence context (Bruce, 1977). This is also a function of FO in 
the secondary stressed syllable of grave words. More similar frequency distributions 
might therefore be expected when cornparllig the secondary stressed syllable in grave 
words to the pritnary stressed syllable in acute words. This assumption is partially borne 
out by the data illustrated in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, RISE HEIGHT refers to the FO differences 
FOCUS HIGH-ACUTE LOW and FOCUS HIGH-GRAVE LOW. Positive values indicate 



an increase in FO and negative values indicate a decrease. The group intervals are 20 
Hz. The grave words have a lower FO on the secondary stressed syllable than at the 
GRAVE LOW of the primary stressed syllable in about 20% of the cases, suggesting the 
absence of a FOCUS HIGH in those cases. This tendency is, however, less pronounced 
in grave words with a phonologically strong secondary stress than in grave words with a 
weak secondary stress as shown by Fig. 3. (Strong secondary stress is a feature of most 
Swedish compounds and certain derivations). The bimodal distribution of RISE HEIGHT 
associated with the secondary stressed syllable in grave words carrying the strong sec- 
ondary stress appears quite clearly in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 1 .  Frequency distributions for. FO change in the primary stressed syllables of 
grave (filled bars, N=152)  and acute (dashed bars, N=65)  words. Further 
explartation in text. 

The observations made so far have mainly concerned phonetic and phonological re- 
lationships. It is also, however, of a certain interest to find out to what extent syntactic 
categories and relations contribute to the prosodic variation patterns observed in spon- 
taneous speech. Such effects can, in fact, be demonstrated relatively clearly as exemnpli- 
fied by Fig. 4 which shows the frequency distributions for RISE HEIGHT in all mea- 
sured grave heads which are followed by a modifier (filled bars) and all measured grave 
heads which are not followed by a modifier (dashed bars). The former construction 
clearly tends to concentrate RISE HEIGHT to the interval O<F0<10 Hz whereas the lat- 
ter, complementary set. where such a construction is not the case. tlisplays n Ivss com- 
pact distribution with a stronger tendency to I~iniotlal~cy. Several. such syntactic tlete1.- 
rninants of FO variation can be de~nonstrated tot spontaneous speech. For lock of space, 
however, they will be discussed elsewhere. 



Fig. 2. Frequency distributions for RISE HEIGHT in the secondary stressed syllable 
of grave words (filled bars, N = 145)  and the primary stressed syllable of 
acute words (dashed bars, N=65) .  

Fig. 3. Frequency distributio~ts f i~r  RISE HEIGHT irt the serortdu~..~ s f 1  rs.rni syllahle 
of grave w a d s  with ylronologicall)l ~ ~ e a k  sec-orliiu1.y str.css ( f i l l~ t i  bars, 
N=102)  vs. yhotzologically strorlg secondary stress (dashed bars, N=43) .  



Fig. 4 .  Frequency distributions for RISE HEIGHT in grave heads followed by a 
modifier (filled bars, N=25)  attd grarw heads riot followed by a ntodifier 
Consonant-vowel coarriculatiotl itt sportturleous speech artd irt reference 
words. 
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